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AGENDA
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
SPECIAL MEETING
3:00 pm – October 18, 2022
Bell Building Upstairs Conference Room – 215 D Street
Seating will be available on a first-come, first-served basis. All others who wish to observe this
meeting may watch and listen to the livestream on their own device(s) by visiting the City of
Lewiston’s Facebook page or the City’s website at cityoflewiston.org or
https://livestream.com/lewiston/events/7428184.

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

CITIZEN COMMENTS
Please email to khollingshead@cityoflewiston.org or call 208-746-1318 ext 7261 and
leave your comments, which will be transcribed and read by staff during the
Commission meeting.

III. NEW BUSINESS (Please note that identifying an item as an “Action Item” does not
require the Historic Preservation Commission to vote on that item)

1. Certificate of Appropriateness Review – Normal Hill Heritage Overlay Zone, 345
St. Johns Way – (Action Item): An Application by Acme Building Company for
reconstruction of an exterior deck and addition of a roof covering over said deck,
replace roof on house, replace windows, new paint.

IV.

OLD BUSINESS

V.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS

VI.

STAFF COMMENTS
1. Query of Commissioners to attend the next regularly scheduled meeting of
November 3, 2022.

VII.

ADJOURN (Action Item)

The City of Lewiston is committed to providing access and reasonable accommodation in its services, programs, and
activities and encourages qualified persons with disabilities to participate. If you anticipate needing any type of
accommodation or have questions about the physical access provided at this meeting, please contact the meeting
coordinator at least forty-eight (48) hours in advance of the meeting at: (208)-746-1318 x7261
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Normal Hill Heritage Overlay Review By HPC
Applicant Name:

Review Due Date:

Normal Hill Address:

NHHO#
Type of Review:
Building/Sign/WCF/Other

Applicant Contact Details:

Administration Section and Review:
This form is to help the reviewer to consider the project and identify which of the factors are met for a Certificate of Appropriateness.
Comments can be provided as feedback to the applicant in helping them to obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness. Please refer to the
information sheet accompanying this form and for more clarification use the Normal Hill Heritage Overlay Zone Code Section 37-41 &
Section 37-218 of the City Code for WCF.

Compliance Description

1) If a proposal is found to be consistent with Factors 1, 4 and 6, it shall be
considered deserving of a COA.

Factors

Compliance
(See over) (check box)
1
4
6
2

2) If a proposal complies with at least TWO Factors 1, 4, or 6, it must be in
compliance with at least THREE of the remaining factors, either 2 3, 5 or 7, to be
deserving of a COA.

3
5

**NOTE: The HPC may make an exception to one or more of the Factors, provided
such exception is justified by special findings and recorded in the HPC Minutes.

3) If an application complies with ONE of Factors 1, 4 and 6, or none of them, then
the application must also comply with at least THREE of the remaining Factors 2, 3, 5
and 7, to be approved for a COA, unless and untilthe COA is reworked to meet the
standards and requirements of Section 37-41B.

4) If an application is filed for a brand new structure that is visible from an adjacent
City street, then the HPC shall approve a COA when the construction incorporates
architectural features found on the surrounding historic buildings, including building
massing, window style, roof pitch and siding materials.

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES:
Sec. 37-216 Definition - Stealth Design
Stealth design means a design that minimizes the visual impact of wireless
communication facilities by camouflaging, disguising, screening or blending into the
surrounding environment. Examples of stealth design include, but are not limited to,
WCFs disguised as trees (monopines), flagpoles, utility and light poles, bell towers,
clock towers, ball field lights, and architecturally screened roof-mounted antennas.

7

A=Approve
D=Decline

Normal Hill Heritage Overlay Review By HPC
Sec. 37-218 General Requirements
(9) Use of stealth design . Stealth design is required as provided in Table 1 of section
37-222 of this code, and concealment techniques must be appropriate given the
proposed location design, visual environment, and nearby uses, structures, and
natural features. Stealth design shall be designed and constructed to substantially
conform to surrounding building designs or natural settings, so as to be visually
unobtrusive.

HPC Review
No external cables and wires hanging off poles, all to be sheathed or enclosed in a
conduit so not visible or visually minimized to the extent possible when above
ground.
All colors shall be earth tones, or shall match the background of any structure that
the facilities are located upon; colors to be inconspicuous.

Staff Recommendation(s), attach additional pages to this application if required:

Date:
Motion Made:

Approved/Decline
Second By:

Normal Hill Heritage Overlay Review By HPC
SECTION 37-41B.3 - FACTORS
In considering applications for certificates of appropriateness, the Historic Preservation Commission shall use the Secretary of Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation (36 CFR Part 67, Historic Preservation Certifications) as a guideline:
1. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials or alterations of features and
spaces that characterize a property should be avoided.
2. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.
3. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historical significance in their own right shall be retained and
preserved.
4. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved.
5. Deteriorated historic features should be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of the deterioration requires replacement of
a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by physical or pictorial documentary evidence.
6. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property unless
such work is for replacement of inefficient or failing materials, fixtures, or systems with modernly designed and constructed replacements
that duplicate, replicate, or result in substantial conformance with the visual appearance or integrity of a historically significant aspect of
the building. The new work should be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural
features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.
7. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the
essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

SECTION 37-41B.5 - CONDITIONS & EXCEPTIONS
(a) The HPC may impose conditions of approval on a COA that are necessary to bring the work into compliance with Section 37-41B.1
(Intent).
(b) The HPC may make an exception to one or more of the Section 37-41B.3 Factors, provided such exception is justified by special
findings, which shall be articulated and documented by the HPC and recorded in the HPC meeting minutes.
(c) The HPC may grant a COA for improvements, regardless of compliance with Section 37-41B.3 Factors (1) through (5), if the applicant
demonstrates the Section 37-41B.3 Factors (1) through (5), if the applicant demonstrates the following special circumstances:
(1) The proposed improvements are necessary for the continued maintenance, safety, or enhanced ingress and egress of the
structure; or
(2) Compliance with this the provisions of Section 37-41B would require expenditures for materials and other items required to obtain
a COA that would exceed the costs that would be incurred without complying with the provisions of Section 37-41B by twenty percent
(20%) or more.
(d) Emergency repairs may be performed without a COA provided that it can be proven to the satisfaction of the Building Official that such
repairs were necessitated by an emergency, it was not practical to obtain a COA or building permit before commencement of the repairs,
and a building permit is applied for on the following business day. “Emergency repairs” refer to those situations described as such in the
International Building Code, International Existing Building Code, and the International Residential Code, as adopted by the City of Lewiston.

